SALK T32 CANCER SYMPOSIUM 2022

THE TUMOR ECOSYSTEM

FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 2022
9:30 A.M. – 5:00 P.M.
VIRTUAL*

SPEAKERS
ADRIENNE BOIRE, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
THOMAS GAJEWSKI, University of Chicago
TROY MCEACHRON, National Cancer Institute
ELLEN PURE, University of Pennsylvania
ROBERT WEINBERG, MIT

ORGANIZERS
NASIHA AHMED, Co-Chair
MICHAEL TROGDON, Co-Chair
BRITTANY ELLIS JEWELL
JAN LUMIBAO
ALEX MOYZIS

HOSTS
SUSAN KAECH, Professor and Director, NOMIS Center for Immunobiology and Microbial Pathogenesis, Salk Institute
GEOFF WAHL, Professor, Gene Expression Laboratory, Salk Institute

REGISTRATION AND ABSTRACT SUBMISSIONS
WWW.SALK.EDU/SCS-2022

ABSTRACT DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 11
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 28

VIRTUAL SYMPOSIUM
*Limited in-person attendance allowed for Salk employees only. Registration required.

Information: www.salk.edu/scs-2022 Contact: Salk Events, events@salk.edu. Supported by NIH Training Grant T32, CA009370